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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Dealer was responsive
and worked around my schedule. Totally hassle-free experience. They kept in touch after my
test drive but then I got the covid so terminated any further dealings. Sales team was very
informative and professional. I have inquired and came out to purchase a cadillac. Car just like
advertised, service was smooth and professional. I recommend. I will send my family and
friends because this is a very honest dealer with top notch inventory. We decided on
purchasing another vehicle after we arrived. Our agent was very polite and knowledgeable on all
the vehicles he presented to us. We wouldn't hesitate dealing here again if we were looking at a
vehicle in their inventory. Pulled into the parking lot and immediately the salesman was at my
door. We didn't even have time to exit my SUV. The salesman was very pushy and rude. We
chose to do business with another dealership. Our situation was difficult because of prior
financial dealings involving our trade in. Chris at Meyer automotive went over and above to find
a way for us to drive away in our new car. Good, no pressure conversation regarding the
vehicle. I appreciate a no haggle dealership. Better off going to someone you know or trust.
Very helpful! Stayed after hours when I was running late. Would do business with them again!
Jay was extremely helpful. It was his boss I was not so happy with. In the end I drove away at
the price I wanted. Their rates are low but my bank was lower. I did get pre-approved by the
bank first. ASK questions if you don't understand something. Not a good experience. I felt like
they were hiding something about the car. The picture they posted was not of the actual car.
The car was bough from an auction, flat tires, bumper detached, and some other mechanical
issues. After contacting the dealer they said that the truck was there and they looked forward to
seeing me after i drove and hour and a half and calling before i left they waited until after i got
there and after they had test drove my trade in to tell me that the truck i was there for had a bad
engine. My experience with Rodney was great! Great truck at a great price! Probably the best
truck buying experience I have had. Just made you feel at home. Thanks again Rodney! The
entire team at Shores Auto were incredible! Double checked everything for me and responded
quickly! Thank you for setting us up with a great vehicle for our daughter! They emailed me, and
I replied with several questions, but they never responded again. Very nice, shared valuable info
about what I should look for based on my credit history. When I contacted Anthony C. Couldn't
have had a more pleasant experience. We really love our truck and the deal we made. Highly
recommend these folks. I purchased this car. Great dealership. Peter, the Corvette guy was
great and also Ed another Corvette guy. Was in and out, Marcus helped my out and made my
car buying experience fast and painless. Ken was very helpful. He's also helped us through the
process for three other cars in our immediate family. Good person! Excellent experience
working with Ken at Wentzville Motors! He listened to what I wanted and helped me to get in the
perfect car for me at a great price. The process was professional, honest, and fast! Going
through this experience for the first time, Ken was great at helping me through and explaining
all the paperwork. Will absolutely be coming here in the future and recommend Wentzville
Motors for anyone looking to purchase a vehicle. I drove all the way to Mt Sterling to try the
Tahoe out and was treated very well. Only problem was I didn't get out of parking lot till the
Tahoe lost oil pressure and had to turn around and get it back on the lot. They promised to get it
checked out and fixed and to notify us in a few days. Haven't heard from them since so I'm
looking elsewhere. Went in knowing exactly which truck we wanted and that's the truck we got!
Financing process was quick and got approved same day. Overall a good experience! Thanks
George!! They responded to my 1st inquiry, but not to my followup questions, They didn't have
enough pictures to give me a good evaluation of the truck. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find
Chevrolet Silverado listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. Image Not
Available. Request Information. Love the Silverado as a truck. I am very happy with the
performance of the V6 engine- great mileage for a half ton, but accelerates and performs well
with a moderate load. Read more. This truck is definitely worth what theyre asking. Having had
5 Chevrolet s and 1 ranging from to I will say this rides excellent and is very quiet on the
highway. I have read the negative reviews regarding transmission issues but so far I have zero
issues I really like the truck and would recommend a well maintained example to anyone. Why

Use CarGurus? A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Make Chevrolet. Model Silverado Third and
Fourth gears are gone in the transmission, it will either need to be rebuilt or have a new
transmission installed. It does drive currently as she sits but does need things done to it. The
truck is currently in fair condition. It had a new crate motor installed at K miles, there is a bit
over K on the motor now. Have 2 new CV Axles in box to go with the truck for you to install or
have install. Truck has a tonneau roll up cover on it. Tires will need to be replaced soon. The
truck was driven VERY lightly for the last two years due to having a work truck. Used regularly
for the past two months but again Local pick up only. Truck was bought in and used as a
back-up vehicle and at the time I was working less than 5 miles from home. New job is a 30 mile
drive and even though she gets ok gas mileage its just not practical. Tranny and rear were
serviced less than 5k miles ago, engine runs fine has had synthetic changes with 1st owner and
myself following, goes down the road,shifts and stops fine. The hood has the notorious GM
clear-cote peel starting and there is some rust starting on the driver fender lip and inner fender
apron along with the bottom of the driver's door. The tailgate bottom has some rust issues also.
The passenger side and the rest of the body seems fine, there is scaly rust on the frame but no
holes or any compromised areas I can see. The under side and frame were undercoated last fall.
There is no warranty as truck is used,any questions or if you would like to look at in person
please e-mail. I am negotiable. Runs strong and great. The truck has the usual chevy rust.
Rockers and small spot on the rear wheel arch. Interior however is as clean as could be. No
tears in the seats. Well maintained. Thats the only "bad" besides the rust on this truck. New fuel
pump, fuel tank, radiator, and brakes. The truck does have the spot for dual batteries, however it
is only single deep cycle battery at this time. New ram, solenoid, upper seal, and 1 of 2 hoses
are new. Have western handheld controller and joystick controller. Don't be afraid to send me
an offer, the worst I can say is no. I am located in Rockford, IL and can schedule showings for
the vehicle. It is also for sale locally on Rockford craigslist. Garage kept. Truck started as
project but never completed. Silverado package Z71, included in sale is black grill insert and
misc parts, u joints, plugs, wire set. Don't waste your money on Autocheck, this truck shows 1
owner and no accidents or issues of any kind. Contact me for a real quote, I have wholesale
shipping and am happy to help. The Story: The previous owner of this truck was retired with a
5th wheel, he loved this rig and wow does it show. This truck is just beautiful, no smoke, pets or
kids, never off road, the body is super straight and clean, not hardly a ding or scratch, never
any rust of any kind, please see photo of underside. This truck is super tight, runs and drives
like new in every way, has tons of power and in my opinion is just awesome. Make a reasonable
cash offer and you will own this truck. Though in excellent overall condition, this a used 8 year
old truck and as you would expect there are some small imperfections. There are a couple small
scratches on the side of the bed above the fenders, so small they will not show up in photos see
photos There is a small, less than dime size spot on the passenger seat see photos There are a
couple places on the top bed rail where the spray bed liner is thin see photos I'm sure there is a
little nick or scratch somewhere that I have missed but overall this truck is beautiful. Please call

me with questions or offers. I'm not some slick haired, polyester clad, punk kid car salesman.
I'm 47yrs old, jeans, boots, t-shirt, down to earth, plain talk, have a family, self employed, work
for a living kind of a guy and won't B. Jim cell Below is some of my seller feedback on very wide
variety of vehicles Easy guy to deal with. Handles any issues and is eager to help. His shipping
expertise was extremely helpful! Great communication. Honest seller. Highly recommended!
Great to deal with! Would do business with again! I hope to deal with him again! Received the
day after I paid for it miles away! Jim is as honest as they come! Great Guy! Will be back! Very
solid buy. Thanks again!!! Good deal and he made the transaction and shipping easy! No detail
left unattended! Great people to work with. Thank you. Would gladly recommend, look forward
to doing more business. Thanks - Dodge Cummins Very helpful. The easiest purchase of a
vehicle I ever had. Please contact me to figure out what will work best for both of us. Shipping: I
ship trucks all over the world and have the ability to arrange wholesale shipping anywhere in
the USA at your expense. I am more than happy to pick you up at the Farmington NM or
Durango CO airport if you choose to fly in and drive this truck home. This truck is for sale
locally and I reserve the right to end this auction at anytime without warning. I'm a small family
owned business with a stellar reputation. I firmly believe that customer service and
communication is key, my feedback and huge volume of repeat business proves it again and
again. I am always available, my cell is Z package to boot with the 5. Very nice condition! Body
is in great shape! Cab corners and rockers are still solid! Paint is nice and glossy and looks to
me mostly all original if not all? Very clean truck! Low miles at 78, Vortec 5. Truck gets lots of
compliments everywhere it goes! Undercarriage has been undercoated. Interior in in great
shape with no major flaws. Seatcover in still intact even where ou get in and out! This is a no
reserve auction! I have the right to end it early and it is for sale locally as well. Please feel free to
call me Darren at with any questions. The seller shall not be responsible for the correct
description, authenticity, genuineness, or defects herein, and makes no warranty in connection
therewith. No allowance or set aside will be made on account of any incorrectness,
imperfection, defect or damage. Any descriptions or representations are for identification
purposes only and are not to be construed as a warranty of any type. It is the responsibility of
the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the vehicle, and to have satisfied himself or herself as
to the condition and value and to bid based upon that judgement solely. The seller shall and will
make every reasonable effort to disclose any known defects associated with this vehicle at the
buyer's request prior to the close of sale. Seller assumes no responsibility for any repairs
regardless of any oral statements about the vehicle. This will not be lowered or waived. It will be
on everything we auction. Placing a Bid: By bidding on this vehicle you are entering into a
legally binding contract to purchase this vehicle and you agree to abide by all terms of sale set
forth herein. Vehicle Representation: Although we describe all our vehicles to the best of our
abilities, it is still possible that we may have unintentionally made an error or left some
information out. Please keep in mind that used vehicles may have typical dings and scratches
inherent for their year and mileage. Opinions and expectations can vary, so please contact us if
you have any questions or concerns regarding the condition of this vehicle. Used cars may not
come with all of the original books, keys or accessories. Please review all photos carefully and
if there is anything you are not sure about, ask questions prior to bidding. We are not
responsible for errors or omissions in our listings. The mileage may be different than advertised
due to test drives and demos. Vehicle Inspection: We welcome and encourage potential buyers
to inspect the vehicle but such inspections MUST be conducted prior to completion of this
auction. This vehicle is available for inspection at any reasonable time. If you choose to have
the inspection done by a licensed professional, you must do so at your own expense. It is the
responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the vehicle, and to have satisfied
himself or herself as to the condition and value based solely upon that judgment. Furthermore,
it will be assumed that you have inspected this vehicle fully if you have placed the bid.
Financing: If you are planning to finance this vehicle through a lending institution, you must
secure the loan prior to bidding. Secure all finances and be able to follow through with the
payment before you bid. Please call us if you require assistance in obtaining financing. No
Reserve Auctions: By bidding on this vehicle you are entering into a legally binding contract. If
you bid on this vehicle, that means you agree to abide by all of our terms and conditions. If at
the end of the auction you are the highest bidder, you have won this vehicle. No representations
or warranties are made by seller, either express or implied, including but not limited to
warranties of title or implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.
Nor are any representations or warranties relied upon by bidders in making bids. You are only
buying what we have. An extended warranty may also be available. Please contact us for
details. We will not be responsible in any way for claims arising from shipping damage.
Shipping companies have insurance policies that protect buyers against damage. If you choose

to pickup the vehicle yourself, we can meet you at our local airport. This service is free of
charge. However, we do require advance notice. Payment Information: If you are the winning
bidder, you must contact us within 24 hours of winning the auction to set up payment
arrangements. This deposit can be made through PayPal to dsmeeeth msn. In the alternative,
you can make your deposit via wire transfer. If the deposit is not received within the required
timeframe and alternative arrangements are not made, we reserve the right to make the vehicle
available for sale to another buyer. The remaining balance is due within seven days of making
the deposit. As final payment for the vehicle, we will accept a certified bank check, bank loan
check, wire transfer, or cash. If you pay cash, you can pickup the vehicle immediately. If you
pay by wire transfer the vehicle will be available for pickup once funds are available in our
account. If you pay by bank check, you will have to wait ten 10 business days until the funds
clear. If payment is made using a check we will hold all vehicles and titles for ten 10 days or
until the funds clear. By bidding on this auction buyer consents to service by certified mail.
Miscellaneous: We reserve the right to obtain and verify the registered information of all users
who bid on this auction. We reserve the right to cancel any and all bids at our discretion and
end the auction early in the event the vehicle is sold prior to the end of the auction, we shall not
be held liable for such cancellations. Buyer is responsible for pickup or shipping of this vehicle.
If you are not sure about something, Please ASK. Do not assume anything not listed is included.
We reserve the right to cancel bids for excessive negative feedback. We reserve the right to end
the listing if the vehicle is no longer available for sale. Please do not bid on this auction unless
you are serious about owning this vehicle. All non-paying high bidders will be reported to eBay,
and negative feedback posted. Fee and Tax Information: Buyers responsible for any taxes and
licensing fees. It will be on everything that we auction. No Saturday or Sunday pick up unless
agreed upon first. We reserve the right to re-list the vehicle, sell it to the next high bidder, or sell
it otherwise if these terms have not been met. These cars are also For Sale on our lot, items may
end early! We try to describe vehicles as accurately as possible, but are not responsible for any
errors in the listing. Please look at the pictures as they are the actual pictures of vehicle. If the
written description varies from the picture, what you see in the picture is correct. All items that
go with the vehicle will be in the pictures. If you do not see certain items in the pictures i. Please
understand these are used vehicles, and may have a few minor imperfections that are not noted
in the ad such as: minor door dings, paint rock chips, minor rock chips in windshield, minor
scratches, wheel scuffs, and minor stains to interior. If there are any major dents or damage it
will be noted in the pictures. We want this transaction to be smooth and pleasant for both of us,
so if you are in doubt ask us prior to bidding on the vehicle. Payment must be by cash or
cashiers check, if by check we will hold the title 10 days after payment, to give the check time to
clear our bank, then we will send you the title. There are too many scams out there and I already
have enough fake ones; that way we have a little protection, after all you take the vehicle with
you. Call your bank and they can verify that any check out there can be forged, a cashiers check
is NOT as good as cash any more. If you receive a second chance offer contact us first to verify
it, there are scams out there and I would hate to have it happen to you. Do not send anything in
any other form to anyone else. Thank you for your understandingDisclaimerThis auction is a
legally binding contract to buy this vehicle. All vehicles are sold as-is unless otherwise
specified. I have done my best to accurately describe this vehicle. It is up to the buyer to come
see and further inspect the car before the end of the auction. Thank you for your understanding
This auction is a legally binding contract to buy this vehicle. Working 4wd. Starts and runs well.
Recently passed NC State Inspection. Has hitch and is great for towing. Four Brand new tires
with less than miles. Clean title in hand, ready to sell. Some small scrapes and dents on body.
Tears on bottom of front driver seat. Email for more details. Make GMC. Model Sierra Of course
you could get this style in '99 in a or but for the popular series this was the end of the line and
the best of them all offering the Vortec fuel injection far better than the throttle body injection
from '95 and older and dual airbags that you could only get in 97 and You will be very
impressed at how clean the undercarriage is as well, it shows there has been no damage and no
corrosion anywhere on the truck. The body of the truck is nice and straight with no dings, dents
or major scratching, there is a fine scratch on the roof that can't be seen unless you are 11 feet
tall, and a few minor blemishes here or there but for a truck of this year it's very, very nice. I get
compliments on it at gas stations, etc, it's so uncommon to see one of this vintage in this
condition. Windshield is brand new sides are in nice condition and rears are factory privacy
glass. The bed had a plastic bedliner when I got it and it was absolutely mint underneath with no
dents or scars so I had a brand new Tuff Skin spray in liner installed and you can see, there is
not even a pin-sized imperfection in the sheet metal, very nice. The trim is in good shape, I
replaced all the rear bumper pads and push panels, step pad etc, so they are mint and the rear
bumper is mint also. The bodyside moldings on the passenger side look fine but if you get up

close you will see they have lost the 'silver' in them and they look more 'gray' but are all intact,
front bumper is really nice with just one fine-line scratch in the chrome and the lower
scrape-shield or air-dam is in excellent shape. All lights and lenses are in nice shape and in
good working order. The interior is really nice as well, this truck was owned by a non smoker so
it smells nice inside. I noticed some sag in the headliner so I had it and the visors professionally
reupholstered and now the truck has a very nice 'new car smell' inside. Carpets and seats are all
clean, door panels are all intact and the dash had a couple of cracks in the top from our desert
heat so I had a custom cover fitted to it so it looks really nice as well. Steering wheel is in great
shape with no excessive wear and the only thing I can really say is not in excellent shape is the
console lid which is missing the latch but still opens and closes no problem, all cupholders are
in good shape too. Mechanically the truck is sound with just 62k miles. I have had these traded
in with well beyond k miles and still runnning great. Motor is smooth and quiet, transmission
shifts nicely, 4x4 engages at the push of a button and the truck drives really straight and
smooth on the freeway. Gauges are all operational an no warning lights on in the dash either. Is
it perfect? I would like to see someone who really wants this body style get a nice one so I'm
willing to entertain reasonable offers on it. Please feel free to call me at with any questions, I am
happy to assist with transport. Thanks for looking. About Us We enjoy finding and presenting
clean, corrosion free southern vehicles. We deal in classics, hard to find models and lower
mileage older vehicles. See our other listingsDisclaimer: This auction is a legally binding
contract to buy this vehicle. This vehicle is being sold as is, where is with no warranty,
expressed written or implied. We enjoy finding and presenting clean, corrosion free southern
vehicles. This auction is a legally binding contract to buy this vehicle. Brooklyn, NY. Commerce
City, CO. Dallas, OR. Hanover, MA. Chester Twp, NJ. Rock Hill, SC. Alert Successfully Created.
Save search. Cars for Sale Chevrolet Silverado Z Year Make Chevrolet Model Silverado Category
- Mileage Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Mileage - Posted Over 1 Month.
Prev 1 2 3 4 Next. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails.
Submit Cancel. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who
bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please
enter a question. Skip to main content. Fastest delivery: Feb 25 - March 3. Only 4 left in stock order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to
protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information
during transmission. Learn more. Ships from autopartscompany Sold by autopartscompany
Details. Ships from. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of purchase.
Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No additional
costs for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the
first 30 days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only
valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon in the last 30
days. Add No Thanks. Coverage for mechanical breakdowns begins after the manufacturer's
warranty expires. Fully transferable if bought as a gift. Not valid on auto parts purchased for
commercial use. Visit assurantclaims. To cancel, visit "Your Orders" on Amazon. Moog K Idler
Arm Bracket. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to
List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and
sold by autopartscompany Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Customers who
viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. More
items to explore. Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Product
guides and documents Warranty [PDF ]. Customers who bought this item also bought. See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I have had all good
experiences with Moog steering and suspension parts. Always as good or better quality than
OEM. I have replaced every moving part on my Silverado's front suspension and steering
except for the torsion bars with Moog parts and I couldn't be happier. I ordered everything and
installed it myself. I got rid of the freaking death wobble that 3 mechanics could not fix and that
Chevrolet told me doesn't exist. I wish I could say which part did the trick but I got so fed up
with paying different mechanics to try to diagnose the problem I just ordered everything. For the
cost of two trips to a mechanic I got everything from Amazon! Now the truck feels the way it
should have from the factory. I wouldn't recommend this unless you are somewhat
mechanically inclined. Remember to have your vehicle aligned as soon as you finish also. I

have pasted this review to all the parts I ordered from Amazon. Moog KHD. Buy both of these
and use the Genuine GM oem pitman arm. Use Amsoil Dominator Racing grease too. These
parts love it. Take my word for it and buy these parts. Post any questions! The zerk fitting is
difficult to access so this part comes with a hose extension and hardware! By Oscar on July 15,
Images in this review. This product only lasted 7 months, after the OEM part lasted to , miles. I
have always been under the impression that among made quality parts. I was under the wrong
impression. One of two things are happening here; either Moog is producing substandard parts,
or these are counterfeit. I have thoroughly read other reviews on Moog parts, and Amazon really
needs to control the sell of counterfeit parts on their website. It may not be a huge problem yet,
but it will be. I will never purchase important parts for my truck from Amazon again. It is too
much of a risk, and customer service apparently sucks. Moog makes a great product with a
great fit. The quality really does meet or exceed factory specs. I replaced all of the moving parts
in the suspension on my Yukon with Moog products. After an alignment, it has brought my ride
quality back to a new vehicle feel. I would recommend these to anyone trying to restore
handling and ride quality. Installed a Moog idler arm and bracket. It was an easy installation with
no issues on a chevy suburban. Remove the front skid plate and you can drop and install the
new with plenty of clearance. You will need to use a compression tool to release the drag link
ball joint, it is not recommended to use a fork and hammer to separate that ball joint. One
person found this helpful. This was a replacement bracket for the idler arm in my Cadillac
Escalade. Moog has always come thru with high quality parts and this one is no different. On a
side note, if you are replacing the idler arm in your vehicle, then you may as well replace the
Idler Arm bracket as well. Moog is the best. This part fixed my loose front end. I did not use the
special grease fitting tube because I don't think that the grease fitting is difficult to get to. It
comes with a zerk fitting installed with the option to take it off and use the extender, so maybe
ill just save it for another application. Very nice replacement idler arm bracket Installed on a
suburban. Fixed the death wobble on the freeway The added zerk fitting extended hose is a
good solution. But not needed on the suburbans See all reviews. Top reviews from other
countries. Report abuse. Fit my duramax. I did not realize how bad the original was until I
replaced it with this one Pages with related products. See and discover other items: 02 chevy
silverado bushings , pitman arm , silverado , smart jack , silverado , chevy avalanche parts.
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free
delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising
Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa
Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship
Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands
of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop
Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. The key to a good engine in an
off-road situation is torque, and as much of it as possible. Horsepower numbers are secondary
unless you plan on blasting across Baja at high speeds all day. Torque is what will move your
truck over obstacles and up hills. So where do you find the right crate motor for your truck?
From the OEs to the various engine builders, you can find nearly any kind of ready-to-drop-in
engine you want, from stock replacement to fire-breathing monster and everything in between.
This encompasses the four most popular generations of light trucks from The General. We
broke the crate motor recommendations down into direct replacement, high-performance
replacement, and late model retrofit LS series replacement for each of the four generations of
GM trucks since The following recommendations are not ours though. Considered the
third-generation, these completely redesigned new trucks had a squared-off look. They were
unfortunately born in the early days of emissions and mileage concerns that choked the life out
of nearly every engine of the day. This is a great entry-level replacement engine for older trucks.
All of the parts in this engine, including the block, are brand new. It has an iron block and heads
with an octane-friendly 8. Pace also has a version that makes hp and lb-ft. High-Performance
Replacement. With its 3. Developed as a high-torque engine with a low-end torque-grind roller
cam, heavy duty forged powdered metal connecting rods, forged crankshaft, and hypereutectic
pistons, the HT is designed for hard work. The HT should only be used in and earlier
pre-emissions street vehicles or any year off-road only vehicles. For the latest in affordable
power, durability, and fuel economy, take a look at the LS Connect and Cruise packages. You
can get this engine two ways: a conventional 5. Engine choices started with a wimpy 4. SDPC :
V8 long-block, part no. Chevrolet Performance : HT, part no. It is uniquely suited to pre trucks,
but is adaptable to a variety of applications, including the GMT series of trucks. The trans that

comes with this package is a 4L65E with a 3. SDPC also has part no. You could get one with a
Vortec 4. Since these trucks are still fairly new, there are not really any applicable direct
replacement engines that are any different than what came in the truck originally, which in most
cases is a 5. The LC9 is tuned for exceptional torque lb-ft at 4, at low RPM, and is a great choice
for off-road projects. Because these trucks came with LS engines from the factory, it would be
silly to replace it with a traditional small-block or big-block. However, there are several LS
upgrade options from all three companies. Wilson recommends the SDPC part no. Fitch at Pace
Performance suggested its part no. The kit includes a factory-engineered
engine-and-transmission combination that has all the electronic control modules, wiring
harnesses and other key components you need with the simplicity of one part number. This
crate engine comes fully dressed, from the top of the charge-cooled supercharger assembly to
the ignition system, water pump, balancer, and more. The new truck had a redesigned exterior,
interior, chassis, and more power in some of the engines. It kicks out lb-ft of torque. You could
also get the high-po 6. Like the previous generation, direct replacement engines are certainly
available for these trucks, but you should call and provide your VIN to get the right one. Again,
this long-block has a higher-torque cam grind and different pistons, and accepts the existing
parts and accessories. It will make hp and lb-ft of torque. Pace Performance : LC9 5. The LC9 5.
All of the E-Rod engines include the necessary engine controller, with speci
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fic calibrations for automatic or manual transmissions. No matter which direction you choose
to go, be sure to spend some time talking to the tech people at Chevrolet Performance , Pace ,
or SDPC about exactly what you will need to make the swap work. Having all the right parts in
the first place will save you hours of work, handfuls of cash, and keep you out of trouble. With
the right crate motor upgrade to that classic GM truck, you can give it an entirely new life. We
will safeguard your e-mail and only send content you request. We promise not to use your email
address for anything but exclusive updates from the Power Automedia Network. About Us
Sponsors Advertising. Article Sources. Chevrolet Performance. Pace Performance. Scoggin
Dickey Parts Center. Latest News. More Stories. Everything Off Road in your inbox. Subscribe
Now. We'll send you the most exciting Off Road articles, news, truck features, and videos every
week. We think you might like No thanks. Diesel Army. Engine Tech.

